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THE NOT SO OPEN PLAN
Making the change from cubicles to open plan office environments is a major shift for any
organization. Two of the biggest concerns we often hear from clients are related to retaining
sufficient storage and privacy. When shifting to more densified, open environments, the
application of multi-functional solutions, such as storage elements that provide separation
or privacy, can help address these concerns.
One main motivator behind this densification is the desire among companies to reduce
their real estate portfolios, which leads them to look at the most efficient practices for
working with less space. Corporate real estate and facilities managers ask how they can
give their employees the tools to be productive, collaborative and focused, while reducing
their allotment of space per person. One effective solution is to utilize furniture that serves
multiple purposes, to create division and provide extra surface space; we call this, “storage
as separation.”
In addition to space reductions, there has been a rise in corporate social responsibility
initiatives, which include sustainability and LEED certification strategies. These often
translate to open furniture plans, which have inherent sustainability benefits because they
use fewer materials. Open furniture plans also minimize or eliminate such elements as
panels, walls, and high storage that tend to obstruct lines of sight and access to natural
light. As a result of these programs, more employees are sitting in the open environment,
with senior management joining them outside their private offices.
By adding tailored privacy panels or storage units to Innovant’s workstations, privacy can
be achieved with full utility and an enhanced aesthetic impact. What results is a “not so
open plan” environment that balances privacy and interaction in the workplace.
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FURNITURE THAT MULTITASKS
Tailored elements such as privacy panels and return extensions can offer additional work surfaces while also dividing and demarcating
personal spaces for each user.
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STORAGE AS SEPARATION
Storage can be configured with custom components depending on the client’s requirements.
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The tailored bookcases and storage units pictured above are at 42”H and separate colleagues that sit side-by-side, while minimizing the
overall footprint of each user position. These units can also function as informal meeting areas.
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PRIVACY OPTIONS
FORm_office provides visual and audible privacy through central or side divider panels. Available in a variety
of finishes and colors, the panels also help establish user boundaries. See recessed, central divider above.
On next page, side dividers shown in laminate with an elevated, central divider in fabric.
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OUR STORY

CONTACT

Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide.

37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com
www.innovant.com

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements.
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration
over time as new features are introduced.

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

SUSTAINABILITY
Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy.
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further
configured to maximize LEED points.
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Celebrating twenty-five years.

INTELLIGENT

TAILORED
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